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Integral Consciousness and Leadership 

 The word !Leadership” does not have a Latin or Greek root. It is an old English word that 

actually means to go first. In my opinion leaders need to demonstrate the courage to go first in 

embracing the invisible world on equal terms as they do the visible world. Have the courage to lead 

from their heart and trust their inner compass. Have the courage to pay attention to both the inside 

and the outside and learn to work with the 99% invisible rather than the 1% of the external reality.  

Have the courage to embrace system awareness and sensing as leadership qualities. 

 The emerging future for leaders 

 Business as usual seems over. Complexity and speed are here to stay. Businesses need to 

rebuild their planes whilst flying them. The latest quantum science insights overwhelmingly show 

us that we live in a holographic universe (the entire image is in every part) and the basic substance 

is energy and in-formation (Currivan, 2017).  It is non-local and at the basis of all our reality — a 

field of potentiality, energy and vibration that literally in-forms us in ways we can hardly begin to 

imagine. Businesses are living systems (Wheatley, 2006), by nature chaordic and about the dynamic 

balance between chaos and order (Hock, 1999). If the above holds true, business is living in-

formation. Do leaders realise that they live in a universe that is (inter)connected, where energy is 

the connecting factor and that energy is in-formation? And that their consciousness in-forms their 

environment? What does that mean for the way they look at their organisations and the way they 

govern their business? If so, then what capacities and qualities are needed? And what is the 

significance of ECOintention here?  In this light I have experienced that a combination of energetic 

practices, including ECOintention, embodied practices and an Integral Perspective , can have a 1

lasting effect in new leadership approaches. 

 !Integral simply means more balanced, comprehensive, interconnected, and whole. By using an Integral approach  —  1

whether it's in business, personal development, art, education, or spirituality (or any of dozens of other fields)  — we 
can include more aspects of reality, and more of our humanity, in order to become more fully awake and effective in 
anything we do.” www.integralinstitute.org/
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Below I first address the Integral Perspective and then address the relationship with ECOintention 

and practical application.  

 The Integral Perspective 

 If you want to see both yourself and the world around you in more comprehensive and 

effective ways, Ken Wilber’s (2000) integral approach is sort of an operating system for your 

reality. He explains how interior worlds and exterior worlds are equally important and called it 

Whole Systems Change .  This takes into account all dimensions of (organizational) life: individual, 2

collective, cultural and structural, internal and external. This is illustrated in figure 1. 

I and WE:  Our inner space: intentions, intuition, convictions, attitudes, belief systems, individual 

and collective values, expectations, the way I am and We are together. The invisible fields that 

shape our behavior. 

 A whole-system perspective appreciates that outcome success is a consequence (or even a by product) of process 2

integrity. It requires an awareness of systemic, long-term dynamics between all organizational stakeholders. Moreover, 
the principle of whole-system change addresses both the ‘soft’ (values and culture) and the ‘hard’ (behavior and 
structure) dimensions of the organization. Finally, the organization considers its identity and strategy in the context of 
the larger economic, social and environmental ecosystems that it is a part of, and acts accordingly (i.e., sustainable, in 
alignment with the whole it is a part of).
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IT and ITS:  What we can observe — behavior, skills, external characteristics. The systems we use 

to organise ourselves — meetings, (infra)structures, processes, governance. Worldviews (I /WE) 

drive all quadrants. Systems (ITS) impose individual and collective behaviour. Our culture (WE) is 

what is usually not written on the wall. An intervention in one quadrant without considering the 

effects on the other quadrants causes stress and incoherence, inviting unwanted patterns and 

outcomes. Attention in all quadrants enforce each other. An overriding intention needs to be in place 

to co-create as intrinsically motivated humans in humane systems that serve the benefit of the 

whole. The whole is dynamically co-evolving and emerging from All Quadrants All Levels / AQAL 

(Wilber, 2000 chapter 3; Beck/Cowen, 1996). It is the simplest presentation to integrally address all 

lines of development, be it stages of consciousness, states (waking, dreaming, sleeping), levels 

(body, mind, spirit), types/lines of intelligence. In my experience business people easily ‘get’ the 

Wilber model. They quickly recognise the four quadrants including an understanding of the 

dynamic interaction between all. They see the bigger picture and the importance of system integrity 

and alignments (figure 1) (Barrett, 2006).  

 ECOintention and Integral 

 The combination ECOintention and Wilber addresses the inner world, its inherent dynamic 

relationships and impact on the whole. By turning Wilber’s model 90 degrees to the right, we see 
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the relationship of the Integral Model with ECOintention’s Wheel of Life (figure 2). It helps 

cognitive people to understand how practices and principles for energetic leadership/stewardship, 

such as inner tranquility and conscious-of-the-whole e.g. resonate in all quadrants and how that 

relates to their context  (Andeweg, 2016, chapter 14; Merry, 2020).  

The upper two quadrants then represent Mind, the inner dimensions (WE and I), and the lower two 

quadrants represent Matter, the outer dimensions (ITS and IT) and thus give us “Mind over Matter”. 

Mind as in spirit, thoughts, dreams and higher consciousness, Matter as in how we are organised, 

information about the past, embodiment and lower consciousness.  

In ECOintention the symbol of the wheel stands for the dynamics of the vortex and its connection to 

the morphic fields. Subtle energy that consists of revolving mini vortexes that all matter is made of. 

Torsion fields interact and exchange info and are subject to interaction, influences and changes that 

are transmitted through resonance.  

To connect the wheel to Wilbers Model, I added the elements I/WE/IT/ITS to figure 3.  
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The formative force (Mind / WE and I) changes into the expansive force (Matter / IT and ITS) 

through the wheel of life. Both forces meet in the axis and ‘point of being’ (present) and are 

connected by the time wave. The wheel has consciousness and can be thought of as a holon in the 

morphic field with a script and info to organise itself.  (Andeweg 2016, page 155 and chapters 3, 5)  

 Mind Moves Matter 

 Everything is always moving through the present in the wheel of life; from idea to 

realisation. The Lemniscate in figure 4 is called the middle layer in ECOintention and is connected 

to the heart and the wheel of life.  MIND MOVES MATTER - when the invisible, inner process 

gets expressed and manifested in the outer world. The Lemniscate represents the dynamic  
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relationship of the invisible and inner process into (bodily) expressions, communication and 

collaboration. A continual flow and exchange between the many gross and subtle levels, 

dynamically steering energy and information into a (life) form. Peter Merry (2017), in his PhD 

“Volution, An integrative theory of the holographic and trans-linear dynamics of life” refers to this 

as “the dynamics of the flow between the two poles of seed and potential that create the container 

for something to express itself in life”. He proposed that those dynamics are holographic and 

toroidal in nature. 

The degree to which information can freely flow up and down depends on the overlap of the two 

triangles (vortices) and its integration of heaven and earth (figure 5).  

 

The degree of open heart/mind, burdened past, blockages, stress and all dimensions in between that, 

play a role. Mapping Wilber’s integral perspective into the two triangles shows how much the 
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dynamics of AQAL’s become integrated, as MIND MOVES MATTER, into (life) form.  

From healing to whole to (w)holy, connecting future, present and past. 

 Practical Application 

	 The Wilber Quadrants are a cognitive instrument, and often used for rational analysis and 

assessment. Connecting energetic practices like ECOintention with systemic practices like the 

Integral Perspective and linking it to the body has, as far as I know, not been done in business. I 

think executives should ask themselves: “What will be more effective; address the fragmented and 

endless details of our material world or ‘transform’ the field and address the 99% invisible?” To 

break through the mechanistic patterns of the Newtonian paradigm, that uses our head and thinking 

as the primary function, it makes a real difference if we physically step into the energetic field 

consciously. Accessing our body’s wisdom and enhancing our capacities of sensing & perceiving 

opens us up to receive information of the Field (Sheldrake, 2009). If we view consciousness as an 

intrinsic property of the Field (Brown, 2019/b) we can invite this consciousness to improve the 

quality of our decisions (by for example stepping into the future). 

 The Inner Compass 

That is precisely the innovation my business partner Erica Harpe (2019) and I have worked on for 

the last few years in an experiential online program following an EMEA Leadership program.  

We have experimented with various combinations of systemic practices as Integral Theory, Theory 

U, embodied and energetic practices to come to an integrative model where people may access all 

their capacities and wisdom as well as access the wisdom of the Field.   

Our Inner Compass (figure 6), emerged out of that experiment. Our body is our compass! It is our 

connection to reality, the place where we can integrate, and from which we can make a difference in 

the world. People explore their Inner Compass with an intentional inquiry or deliberate desire.  

Our Inner Compass activates this resource in us: people can physically step into their vertical 

alignment (Inspiration and Embodiment), horizontal alignment (Imagination & Intuition) and 
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through stepping onto the 4 diagonal needles (Conscious, Committed, True and Trust), open up to 

receive the information of the Field. Answers emerge in the shape of resonance, images, sensations, 

feelings, or energy as people move around the Compass.  

The heart plays a crucial role: its strong magnetic field allows access to extraordinary states of 

clarity, it is  our “Information Superhighway” (Buhner, The Heart as an Organ of Perception). 

Continuously moving back to center, to the heart, whilst exploring all needles, brings people 

‘home’. The words and narrative also open the heart, enabling people to explore what draws their 

attention. All it asks is a process to awaken our capacities for refined sensing, sense making and 

integrating. The process for this is conscious intention and attention (to thoughts, emotions, 

sensations and energy), meaning making and physical movement.  

The dynamics enable the energy to flow from resonance/feelings via narrative, to meaning, healing 

and action/impact.  
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Our Inner Compass enables embodied integration at AQAL’s: physical, intellectual, emotional, 

spiritual and energetic (figure 7 and 4 and 5). All these elements are, right now, available in our own 

awareness. Not as theoretical concepts, but aspects of our own experience. It enables us to 

dynamically experience 5D consciousness (Kolbow 2018), experiencing past, present and future 

simultaneously.  

 Conclusion 

 Business as usual seems over. As conscious leaders start to realise they live in a relational 

universe where everything is (inter)connected, where energy is the connecting factor and that 

energy is in-formation, they may begin to understand the upside this could bring and the need for 

new capacities and qualities to work with this. They may begin to understand the need for deep 

sensing and tuning-in skills. Conscious leaders may start to include in their strategic planning whole 

system (integral) thinking, system awareness and sensing. They may come to understand that 
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business itself is, also, an (inter)connected living system. This in itself would be a shift in 

worldview for many.  

Leaders that have the courage to lead from the heart and trust their inner compass expand their 

consciousness and instill more authenticity and trust. Leading the way together with others will 

create the new business narrative we need.  

BRINGING  HUMAN  BACK TO  BUSINESS. 
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